
Context 
The worldwide emergence of life-threatening multi-drug resistant bacteria has been no exception in  South Africa [1]. Netcare (Ltd), a private healthcare 
provider that owns 54 hospitals in South Africa, implemented the practice  of antibiotic ste wardship by launching its own pharmacist driven programme in   each 
institution. The aim of this  project was to implement a standardised, comprehensive and  collaborative   ABS program across all hospitals, whilst reliably collecting 
data in order to track the impact of theproject implementation. Establishing a manner in which to assess the programme implementation at each hospital was 
also essential for a group wide perspective and tracking.

Problem 
Implementing an antimicrobial stewardship program across multiple institutions requires structure and measurable criteria in order to evaluate the implementation 
of the program and establish a baseline to ensure benchmarking and year on year comparison going forward. Prior to implementation of this program there were 
pockets of excellence at some hospitals with varying levels of activity however, a clear direction and prescribed methodology  was lacking. Shifting  the culture 
from a  ‘lone ranger’  approach to a multi-disciplinary collaborative approach was necessary. Creating this framework was an essential first step in  instituting 
direction for the roll out of this standardised program. Clearly defined goals needed to be established for the group and criteria for measurements defined for 
each hospital.
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Message for others
Implementation of this program helped to re-ignite the clinical pharmacy flame within the group. Implementing an antimicrobial stewardship program to scale is 
doable if there is an appropriate framework and structure to the program that can be measured. Creating this framework allows all members of the team to work 
collectively in achieving their desired goals and targets can be set as the program measurables are transparent, clearly defined and all hospitals are evaluated 
according to the same criteria. Establishing a baseline is crucial in order to assess future improvements.

References: : [1] Mendelson M. et al. (2012). “Wake up, South Africa! The antibiotic horse has bolted” South African Medical Journal. Vol 102. No 7.

Measurement of improvement and results: 
Individual hospital’s antimicrobial stewardship interventions are assessed using run chart rules for improvement either by achieving a shift or trend in a favourable 
direction. Improvements in these individual interventions help contribute to the overall levels assessment for the hospital based on the levels criteria. In order 
to track the impact of this program implementation, the international measure of Defined Daily Doses (DDD’s) per 100 bed days is used. Since the start of our 
program there has been a 12.09% reduction in DDD’s (overall antibiotic consumption) across all 54 hospitals. In addition, group antibiotic cost per 100 bed days 
has reduced by 17.67%. In 2013, 13 hospitals fulfilled the criteria of a level 4 institution and 17 achieved level 3.

Intervention
Initially, 21 antimicrobial stewardship related interventions were identified, defined to fit the South African context and bundled into various tiers depending on their 
level of difficulty. Basic interventions currently include the assessment of: double antimicrobial cover, duration greater than 7 and 14 days, the co-administration 
of more than 4 antimicrobials and “hang time”; the time from the written antibiotic order to actual intravenous administration. A standardised template using  
Microsoft Excel was designed to provide a platform for cumulative data to be collected weekly and monthly. This template allows each intervention 
to be tracked per hospital over time. In addition, criteria were developed for hospitals to achieve various levels of stewardship  adapted  
from the methodology used by the Institute for Healthcare  Improvement. Level 3 hospitals have a clinical pharmacist performing ward rounds, a stewardship 
committee established and data collected for all basic interventions. Level 4 requires improvement in the basic interventions.  Level 5 requires sustainability and 
multidisciplinary involvement. Each hospital is assessed to determine their level of antimicrobial stewardship bi-annually.
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